
 

Great news for document professionals! Corel Corporation has just released their latest software program, CorelDraw X6. This
product is the first of its kind- it features a new interface that is designed for cross-platform compatibility, streamlined
workflow options, and improved usability. Corel Corporation has just released their latest software program called CorelDraw
X6 that features a new interface that is designed for cross-platform compatibility, streamlined workflow options, and improved
usability.

For those familiar with the CorelDraw series, this latest version will offer a very different look. The new workspace is geared
towards people who use multiple platforms (such as Mac and Windows), as it gives users the ability to easily transfer documents
between platforms. This means users will be able to save documents in the "open" or "save" dialogs for different operating
systems, rather than selecting an operating system each time they want to save their work. Users will also be able to access the
program's startup system from the new Linux dock, which will take users directly to the application where they can launch
programs, set up preferences, and more. Another notable feature of CorelDraw X6 is its simplified interface for non-designers.
On the left side of the workspace are icons for each stage in a drawing or work process. The icons are somewhat simplified but
still have strong meaning- so they are clearly visible to users. The right side is home to "SmartLayers" that provide users with
easy access to different functions based on their current document type, such as color selection. This "smart" system adds
another level of convenience to the program. Other features include refreshed document management, improved print
capabilities, and the ability to save or open files across multiple platforms. CorelDraw X6 is used by several professional
disciplines including graphic design, web design, publishing, and more. This software allows users to thrive in their field while
performing efficiently and effectively. 

CorelDraw X6 includes many digital drawing tools designed for all types of projects including illustrations, logos, charts
graphics and figures. It supports layers for adding text or effects separately to each layer of drawings or designs

The free trial version allows users to save three documents with no restriction on time or number of documents saved.
CorelDraw is one of the few graphic design software programs that allows users to create advanced designs in both print and
web formats. The program includes tools for making editable text, drawing straight lines and curves, creating tables, applying
gradients, adding shadows, and more. Users also have the option of applying effects to shape fills, objects and text. Keyframes
can be added to create animated effects. CorelDraw X6 includes a plugin called "Mint" that allows you to easily convert an
existing file from another graphics application into a CorelDraw format or vice versa - this is very helpful for users who use
multiple platforms.
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